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ABSTRACT
In order to analyze and justify the choice of the recommended modes of interaction of people in organizational entities, the article covers the main possibilities of increasing the effectiveness of human interaction on the basis of interpreting a typical management pair in the form of two elementary components that can interact in the "subject-object", "subject-subject", "object-subject" and "object-object" modes, taking into account the fact that each component is characterized by a certain level of subjectivity. At the same time, the authors take into account the fact that during the life of a person and its life cycle in an organizational formation the level of subjectivity of any person varies within the boundary of the linear continuum object - subject, and its subjectivity in organizational formation is defined by no means other, as the current state of the ratio of the number of formal and informal influences of the individual as a subject to other members of the organization to the number of the same effects on it as an object from other members of the organization. Due to the fact that the life cycles of the elementary components are characterized by the presence of each of the periods of increase in subjectivity with the achievement of each peak value and the subsequent gradual loss after release or retirement, it is demonstrated that the joint and equally effective activity of the components is possible only provided that they maintain the subject-subject mode of interaction, which corresponds to the dialogue of the two parties, rather than management of or management by one side of the other. Using the superposition of graph-analytic dependencies of Dunig-Kruger and changes in subjectivity throughout life, it is proved that the basic condition for the implementation of such a managerial dialogue is the awareness of both components of the managerial pair of the fact that the concept of the subject loses meaning without the existence of the object, and therefore maintaining the process of dialogue-cooperation is possible only under the condition of equality and freedom of the participants and the inter-orientation of each of the partners as the subject, the tool for establishing partnerships is management on the basis of the dialogue communication process with the mutual recognition of each of the participants in their freedom, equality and value - subjectivity. It has been established that the priority factors determining the results of the operation of a typical management pair are not the structure and the relationship between its constituent elements, but the intellectual, moral and psychological characteristics of these elements and the awareness of the latter as partners that jointly solve the problem with the achievement of mutually established and harmonized goals.
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**Problem statement and its connection with important scientific or practical tasks.** The problems of organizing the effective interaction of people in various fields of their joint activity and livelihoods have been and continue to be the subject of attention of many foreign and domestic researchers in search of opportunities to improve the processes of management of diverse and multilevel organizational entities as the basis for obtaining better results of these entities. After all, it is the level of interaction and relationships of the constituent elements of any system that determine the effectiveness and efficiency of the latter, and due to that the issue of improving the management of the interaction of these elements continues to remain relevant.

An analysis of recent research and publications, the allocation of previously unsettled parts of the general problem to which this article is devoted. Analysis of publications in the field of research shows that most researchers interpret the process of managing one person to another in the traditional form of interaction of two components of the typical management pair (TMP) "subject - object" [1], "the leader - subordinate" [2, 3] or "leader-follower" [4, 5], covered by the feedback. The authors of the article [6] considered other possible variants of interaction of the components of the model "subject - subject" and "object - object", and even an option, when the "object" affects the "sub" object ". At the same time, however, most researchers remain at positions of allocation of predetermined roles of the subject and object, or the head and the executor, the one who accepts and the one that performs managerial decisions, to the participants in the process of interaction of the components of the TMP. And that neglects the fact that in the process of functioning of a TMP and the life of any person (both subject and object), the latter changes, acquiring or losing certain characteristics, knowledge, experience, beliefs, values, etc. However, changes in the characteristics of people - the components of the TMP - will obviously condition and change the relationship between them, which will cause changes in the results of their interaction.

**Formulating the goals of the article.** The purpose of this work is to justify the recommended modes of interaction between the participants in management processes in organizations based on the subject-subject relationships.

**Presentation of the main research material.** Evidence of the fact that any person changes throughout life is undeniable. Therefore, on the basis of the fact that a person during an active professional life as a result of continuous education, self-development, growing experience and confidence in its forces is changing and gradually increasing its professional, including management and leadership potential, one can assume that any person has the inherent trend of its gradual changes from the initial state of the object of influence (parents, educators, teachers, instructors, managers, etc.) in the direction of forming a certain level of personal subjectivity (leader, manager of the group, unit, department, organizations and so on.).

Consequently, assuming that within the framework of a certain organizational formation with the number of N employees, under the coefficient of subjectivity (K_S) of any of its employees, we propose to understand the current state of the ratio of the number of its formal and informal influences as a subject to other members of the organization to the number of such effects and influences on this employee as an object from other members of the organization, then in a formalized form this coefficient is described by the following expression:

\[ K_S = \frac{N_{(F+NF)}}{N_{(F+NF)'}} \]

where \( N_{(F+NF)} \) – the number of channels of formal and informal influence of the person on the members of the organization as a subject, \( N_{(F+NF)'} \) – the number of channels of formal and informal influence on the person from other members of the organization.

Thus, the coefficient of subjectivity of any employee of the organization can vary within min ↔ max depending on its official status (formal connections and communication) and the ability to establish relationships with employees (informal connections and communications).

Taking into account this assumption it seems quite justified to illustrate the development of personality in the form of a vector that shows the direction of changing the characteristics of a person from the state of the object of external influences of a certain set of subjects to the gradual acquisition of a certain level of subjectivity, when the person gets the opportunity to influence other persons in its organizational environment due to intelligence, acquired knowledge, obtained professional experience and given status in the hierarchy.

The continuum of transformation of personality from the state of the object of management to the state of the subject of management is presented in Figure 1. The figure demonstrates the obvious process of the gradual transformation of the individual, when the latter, according to M. Berdyaev, by
means of cognition turns into "... not an object among the objects and not a thing among things. It becomes the subject among subjects, ..." [7], that is, it increases its ability to influence others. After all, in the opinion of the same author, formulated in 1934, it is the one who knows "... as an existential subject inevitably combines thought and will, contemplation and work, theory and practice" [8]. That is, it is in the processes of cognition that a person forms a unique list of the above characteristics, thus approaching to modern models of managers leaders with a high level of subjectivity [9], which distinguish it from an object/objects with a lower level of subjectivity.

In this case, the theoretical life cycle of any person by the value of the coefficient of subjectivity $K_s$ in the function of time $K_s = F(t)$ can be interpreted as the set of curves presented in Figure 2.

**Fig. 1 Continuum of object-subject transformation of personality**

In this case, the theoretical life cycle of any person by the value of the coefficient of subjectivity $K_s$ in the function of time $K_s = F(t)$ can be interpreted as the set of curves presented in Figure 2.

**Fig. 2. Versions of changes in the level of subjectivity of the individual $K_s=F(t)$ in the process of its life**

Characteristic general features of any set of life cycle options for personnel of an organization are the presence in each of them of a sequence of periods of increasing the subject's identity of the person $K_s = F(t) \rightarrow \text{max}$, reaching the peak value $K_s=\text{max}$ and gradual loss of subjectivity after release or exit for retirement $K_s = F(t) \rightarrow \text{min}$.

With all possible variety of examples of the development of the subjectivity of N individuals during their joint active life in the organizational system, which is common to all the constituents of
the TMP system, brought on figure 2 it remains necessary to maintain the process of their interaction in such a mode when their joint work will be resultative and effective.

It was in this context that the authors of the paper [6] carried out a comparative analysis of the variants of interaction between the components of the TMP and formulated recommendations on the benefits of their interaction in the mode of subject-subject relationships as such that guarantee the highest effectiveness, provided that the formal subject of the system is capable of effectively realizing the tasks of the subject in interaction with persons with a lower level of subjectivity, that is, an object or a certain set of objects.

It should be noted that the conclusions formulated in this paper are confirmed by the results of both ancient and contemporary research in other scientific fields.

Thus, M. Berdyaev, in the above-mentioned work, "I and the world of objects", based on the assertion that communicating with the object does not require interdependence, came to the conclusion that in reality "Communication is possible only with "I", which for me is "You" and requires interdependence, i.e. the activity "you". < ... > Loneliness overcomes only in the communication between "I", communication between individuals, between "I" and "You", not in an objective society, but in "We" [8]. That is, if the subject of TMP is endowed with the "I", then mutually effective communication with its object is possible only when giving the latter with the sign of the subject "You", and the system of TMP in general - a sign "We", which fully corresponds to the modern the interpretation of the subject-subject relations between people.

The author of the study in the field of socio-philosophical analysis of the joint activities of people [10] also concluded that only during the subject-subjective interaction of the two parties, their joint activities will commence with activity of participants, and the process of such interaction was determined by it in terms of dialogue communication, not management.

Thus, taking into account the above mentioned concept of the coefficient of subjectivity (1), we can come to the conclusion that it is the dialogue that is the most effective form of communication and cooperation of the system of two entities with different coefficients of subjectivity, provided that they are mutually determined in such quality, when each participant sees in himself and in the other a free and a unique personality. The main condition for the implementation of such a management dialogue is the awareness of both subjects of the fact that the concept of the subject loses meaning without the existence of the object, and therefore maintaining the process of dialogue-cooperation is possible only if the equality and freedom of the participants and the orientation of each partner on the subject, not the object exist. After all, each person is an entity only as much as it possesses consciousness and self-consciousness that determines the free choice of its goals and the necessary actions for their implementation. The main tool for establishing partnerships between elementary components is management on the basis of a dialogue communication process with the mutual recognition of their freedom, equality and value - subjectivity.

At the same time, the only prerogative of the subject of management in the system TMP remains its active ability to effectively implement the functions of the subject in interaction with individuals with a lower level of subjectivity, that is, an object or a certain set of objects.

Consequently, the main tool for effective interaction of the components of the TMP in the process of realization of the object and the need to achieve the goal is management on the basis of dialogue between them with the necessary, purposeful exchange of all appropriate types of business, social and technological information, and the main condition is the mutual perception of the subject and object of each other as subjects of the dialogue communication process with the mutual recognition of their freedom, equality and value - subjectivity.

Failure to fulfill the condition of perception of the subjectivity of each other by the TMP components precludes the possibility of establishing an equal management dialogue in the mode of the subject-subject with the exchange of necessary and reliable information, that is, violates inter-entity interaction in favor of the interaction of the subject-object with loss a system of potentially achievable efficiency and effectiveness. The reason for this is the formulation in [11] of such a characteristic of any subject as "... the value attributed to him by another person or by himself". It turns out that assessment that a person gives to itself, and how it is assessed by others, in most cases, differ from each other.

An irrefutable evidence of the consequences of such a rejection are examples of manifestations in the organizational formations of the well-known Dunning-Krueger effect [12], when, as a result of managerial mistakes, acquaintances, political expediency, career ambitions, the case, etc., individuals fall into positions that require high level of subjectivity, not being prepared for such a responsibility either professionally, morally or socially. The analysis of the causes and effects of manifestations of this effect, made in [13], proved that such manifestations are conditioned by the difference between the two values
of the coefficient of personality of the person - the real (KSR), which is inherent in her according to other members of the organization (leaders, colleagues and subordinates) and virtual (KSV), which is either justified or mistakenly attributed to the person himself.

Figure 3 shows a graphical interpretation of the Danning-Kruger effect in the form of a theoretical dependence of a person’s confidence in his professional abilities and psychological readiness to perform professional duties and tasks with a high level of necessary subjectivity as a function of the time during which it develops through knowledge.

The superposition of the theoretical dependence $K_S=F(t)$ (Figure 2) on the process of person’s establishment by a specialist and expert (Figure 3) shows that this component of the professional development of a person corresponds to the stage of growth of the subjectivity $K_S=\text{max}$ in the organization, and the manifestation of the Danning-Kruger effect should be considered non-stereotyped, a deviant case of an increase in the status position of a person in an organization without a corresponding increase in its subjectivity.

If, on the basis of our assumptions about the gradual growth of the real coefficient of subjectivity of the components of the TMP, a superposition of the dependencies $K_{S1}=F(t)$ and $K_{S2}=F(t)$ on the basis of the combination of the axis of influence S1 with the axis of time S2 and vice versa is to be performed (Figure 4), an interesting result that demonstrates that changes in the values of the coefficient of subjectivity of both components over time will fall into the zone where their coefficients of subjectivity $K_{S1}$ and $K_{S2}$ can be obtained.

If, in the same coordinates, we construct the theoretical dependences of the two components of the TMP even under the condition of manifestations of their effects on the Dunning-Kruger effect, then it becomes obvious that, if they are properly developed through self-awareness and professional perfection, their coefficients of subjectivity will eventually also be displaced in zone of maximum values $K_{S1}$ and $K_{S2}$.

That is, the condition of getting into the zone in which the coefficients of the subjectivity of $K_S$ of both components of the TMP acquire the maximum value is the intellectual, professional and moral development of the latter, which ensures awareness of each of the participants of the necessity and expediency of cooperation in the mode of the subject-subject.

Thus, in the classical structure of a typical managerial pair, "subject-object" or "leader-subordinate", the nature of the interaction of its constituents will be determined not so much by the structure and links between its elements, but by the nature of communication between these elements.
At the same time, the latter will be determined by the estimates of these elements of each other, which will depend on their intellectual, professional, psychological and communication readiness to cooperate in the recommended mode for any values of their coefficients of subjectivity $K_{S1}$ and $K_{S2}$.

The lack of such awareness causes changes in the modes of interaction with others, even with the same values of $K_S$. Therefore, all of the foregoing allows us to construct a plane model of the interaction variants of the TMP components in the form presented in Figure 5.

The division of the plane of mutual perception and interaction of the components of the TMP into 4 quadrants allows us to distinguish the same 4 characteristic zones that were identified and justified in [6], namely:

- "Holocracy" - in the quadrant 1, components S1 and S2 interact in the mode of joint non-subordinate functioning of "object-object";
- "Autocracy" - in quadrant 2, components S1 and S2 interact in the mode of dominant influence of one component over another "subject-object";
- "Synarchy" - in the quadrant, 3 components S1 and S2 interact in the mode of co-administration "subject-subject";
- "Subocracy" - in the quadrant, 4 components S1 and S2 interact in the mode of dominant influence of intelligence and the recommendations of the object on the managerial decisions of the subject, that is, "object-subject".

---

**Fig. 4** Variants of changes in the level of subjectivity of a $L_S = F(t)$ personality in the process of its life

The theoretical correlation $K_{S1} = K_{S2} = F(t)$ under the D-K effect.
As it was proved in [6], potentially the most successful interaction is expected as a result of manifestations of the phenomena of synthelectic (common thinking) and synarchy (joint management) and the emergence of "integral intelligence" of a TMP, which may result in the effect of synergy, while in all other variants there are no grounds for the synergistic effect of cooperation between the parties.

Consequently, if in [6] the analysis of the interaction of the elementary components of the system was based on the analytical dependencies of the classical structure of the subject-object known in technical cybernetics, which took into account the influence of the intelligence of the components on their transformation coefficients and on the overall coefficient of transformation of the system, then in our the case it was also revealed that such an important psychological element as perception-non-acceptance of the components of TMP of their partners as subjects is involved in this process - the psychological factor that determines their structure of their connections and relationships. That is, each component of TMP using its own intelligence, goals and values determines the structure of interactions through direct and reverse influences. The condition of effective interaction is the determination of all elements of the system of one type of structure and relationships, goals and values.

Otherwise, any "properly" designed structure of the system, filled with living people, will instantly be transformed by the latter using its perception and understanding of the situation, the reliability of the information received and provided, transparency and type of communication processes, etc.

Indirect confirmation of the effectiveness of using the recommended control regime in the TMP can be considered such already known flat models as J. J. Leader's model for Toyota [14, p. 237], the typology of groups by Yu. Navruzov [15], the model of decision-making by consensus M. Roberto [16], the model of behavior in the conflicts of Thomas-Kilmenn [17] et al, in which the best types of interaction between leaders with subordinates in different situations are realized it is on conditions of the quadrant with the dominant mode of interaction "subject-subject".

**Conclusions from this study and prospects for further exploration in this field.** Consequently, the above graph-analytic constructs of possible variants and dynamics of changes in the characteristics of the participants in the management process within the framework of a typical management pair allow us to conclude that the priority factors that determine the performance of a typical management pair are not the structure and the relationship between its constituent elements,
but the intellectual, moral and psychological characteristics of these elements and the awareness of each other as partners that jointly solve the problem of achieving jointly set and harmonized goals.

Due to this:
- the recommended mode of interaction of the elementary components of a typical management pair is the relationship between the "subject - subject", because its qualified use by the entity will provide the maximum possible results of joint activities with the formation of positive relationships between partners;
- the main tool for establishing partnerships between the elementary components is management on the basis of a dialogue and communication process with the mutual recognition of their freedom, equality and value - the coefficient of subjectivity of a person in the organization Ks;
- the mode of interaction of elementary components in the variant "subject - subject" should be dominant in the management process, while control in the modes "subject - object", "object - subject" and "object-object" is allowed only in the case of situations that require only their temporary use.

Based on the foregoing, it would be expedient in the future to create and test instruments to determine the person's propensity to lead or co-operate with others in the above-mentioned regimes, as well as to develop and implement a program of experimental studies to assess the coefficients of the real KSR and the virtual KSV subjectivity of the person organizational formations and their compliance with these factors in their status in these organizations.
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